Collaborating with nutraceutical companies
to meet growing consumer demand
E-commerce has led to a surge in product demand for the nutraceutical industry,
which is also facing increasing regulations. Manufacturers need a partner who can
help them meet their specific packaging requirements and keep up with production.
They want smaller, flexible machines that are cost effective, easy to use and:

READY TO SOLVE
YOUR CHALLENGES

• Ensure shelf-ready and e-commerce-friendly secondary packaging.

• Bottles

We are experts in helping
nutraceutical companies with:
• Kit packages

• Accommodate a variety of packaging forms and delivery methods.

• Sachets

• Can be easily adjusted, cleaned and modified for faster changeovers.

• Small dose packs

MGS: Delivering peak performance

• Blisters

Whether you’re looking for a single, simple product-handling machine to automate
certain processes or a complete, complex line solution, you need a partner with
deep industry expertise. As part of Coesia, the world’s largest network of packaging
technologies and process solutions, MGS has partnered with nutraceutical
manufacturers around the globe to help them work through automation and find
modular machines to easily accommodate more SKUs as they grow.

• Tubes
• Custom solutions for
unique products

Flexible builds for customized packaging and sustainability
As a single supplier, we provide innovative, cost-effective solutions that integrate
seamlessly into your line. Whether you have custom packaging or are modifying
existing pharmaceutical, cosmetic or food packaging, our machines can handle
highly recycled, less-uniform materials. We’re experts at creatively manipulating
products into smaller cartons to achieve less waste throughout your supply chain.
Below is an example of a line we designed, built and installed:
Inkjet printing and
vision inspection

Bottle infeed
Cartoner

Case packer

New to automation?
We’ve helped several companies begin to automate processes, allowing
them to increase their production rate while utilizing less staff. Our scalable
technologies include hand-load cartoners, carton setup modules, bulk feeding,
literature feeding, denesting, batch counting and more. We’ll help you find the
right machines capable of growing with your company so you can easily plan
for the future without too much of an initial investment.

Scalable innovations for product handling and
secondary packaging
We’ve developed the following tools and technologies to help you increase
your uptime and OEE:
PRODUCT-HANDLING GROUP:
• Tray or bowl-feeding systems: Set trays or bowls on a conveyor at the
beginning of the line, setting the pace for production.
• Bulk-feeding systems: Quickly and accurately sort, count, arrange and
orient bulk products, placing them on the line for further processes.
• Literature feeders and labelers: We offer several technologies to
automate placing literature or labels on product.
• Custom product-handling systems: We leverage proven technologies to
create small lines for unique products.
SECONDARY PACKAGING GROUP:
• Cartoners: Modular infeeds accommodate cartoning for bottles, tubes,
pouches, kits, blisters and compliance packs. Cartoners are serializationready and can be retrofitted for future automation.
• Case packers: Machines with a small footprint that can handle a wide
range of products and are serialization-ready.
• Collaborative robots: Palletize, depalletize and move product; designed
to safely work collaboratively with people on the line.

Our people make all the difference
Throughout your project, our certified project managers serve as your single
point of contact. After commissioning, you’ll have access to our on-site
technicians and, if needed, remote-access technology to get you back up and
running quickly. And, you’ll always have 24/7 support through our worldwide
network of Coesia companies.

MGS
9900 85th Ave North, Maple Grove, MN 55369 USA
T +1 (800) 790-0627
www.mgsmachine.com

We support all OEM equipment,
putting together an entire line
and taking responsibility for it
all. You can be confident that
we’ve tested our machines
in every scenario before your
scheduled FAT, providing
validation-ready documentation
to help you meet protocols.

LOOKING TO REACH MORE
CUSTOMERS? PARTNER
WITH THE EXPERTS.
Let MGS solve your toughest
challenges. We’ll deliver a
comprehensive packaging solution
that optimizes your production while
minimizing your risk.

www.mgsmachine.com,
email info@mgsmachine.com
or call (763) 425-8808 to learn more.
Visit

